SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

V50 & V80 FIXED LOUVRE SYSTEM

SYSTEM FEATURES:
- Versatile & robust external fixed louvre system
- Mount vertically, horizontally, or overhead (angled)
- Available as natural anodised (25 micron) or in a range of powdercoated colours
- Simple installation & low maintenance
- Wind rated for most Australian wind regions

LOUVRE CLIPS:
- UV stabilised nylon louvre clips (grey or black)

LOUVRE BLADES:
- 50 or 80mm aluminium (6106 T6) louvre profile sizes
- 100 or 150mm louvre spacing options
- Standard profile lengths supplied at 6500mm
- Custom louvre profiles available for large projects
- Louvre blades can cantilever 300mm

LOUVRE SUPPORTS:
- Structural 72 x 33mm Box Beam for cantilever and prime support
- Non-structural 21 x 31mm Support Channel for fixing to existing support structures
- Fixings required every 300mm for 21 x 31 Support Channel
- Louvre support frequency dependent on wind region
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PERCENTAGE (%) OF OPENNESS:

15% OPENNESS
V50 at 100mm centres

-13% OPENNESS
V80 at 100mm centres

43% OPENNESS
V50 at 150mm centres

23% OPENNESS
V80 at 100mm centres